r We develop a new biophysically rooted, physiologically constrained conductance-based synaptic model to mechanistically account for short-term facilitation and depression, respectively through residual calcium and transmitter depletion kinetics.
Introduction
Neuronal information processing emerges as a gestalt of pre-and post-synaptic filtering, with critical contributions from intricate interactions among constituent components. Although the importance of pre-and post-synaptic filtering has been assessed, with clear analyses pointing to specific contributions of the two sides of the synapse to neuronal filters (Zucker, 1989 (Zucker, , 1999 Johnston et al., 1996; Abbott et al. 1997; Tsodyks & Markram, 1997; Dittman et al. 2000; Magee, 2000; Fortune & Rose, 2001; Abbott & Regehr, 2004; Awatramani et al. 2005; Sjostrom et al. 2008; Spruston, 2008; Fioravante & Regehr, 2011; Narayanan & Johnston, 2012; Regehr, 2012; Ratte et al. 2013; Das & Narayanan, 2014; Stuart & Spruston, 2015) , a crucial difference in existing analyses pertains to the impact of voltage-gated ion channels (VGICs) on pre-vs. post-synaptic filtering. Although the role of post-synaptically expressed VGICs in altering information filtering has received widespread attention (Johnston et al. 1996; Magee, 2000; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007 Spruston, 2008; Ratte et al. 2013; Das & Narayanan, 2014 Stuart & Spruston, 2015) , the quantitative impact of pre-synaptically expressed VGICs, especially of channels other than those that mediate spike generation and release-mediating calcium influx, on synaptic filters has not been assessed thoroughly. This lacuna is especially striking because the expression of VGICs in presynaptic terminals and the role of these channels in regulating synaptic transmission and short-term plasticity (STP) are well established across several synaptic subtypes (Roberts et al. 1990; Sheng et al. 1993; Veh et al. 1995; Cooper et al. 1998; Meir et al. 1999; Qian & Saggau, 1999; Geiger & Jonas, 2000; Southan et al. 2000; Cuttle et al. 2001; Dodson & Forsythe, 2004; Awatramani et al. 2005; Bender et al. 2007; Rancz et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2011; Novak et al. 2013; Kirizs et al. 2014) .
Additionally, as neuronal physiology is driven by spatiotemporal interactions among several coexpressing ion channels, it is essential to assess the impact of interactions among channels in defining specific synaptic filters, which can take different profiles such as low-, highor band-pass structures depending on the delicate balance between short-term facilitation and depression (Tsodyks & Markram, 1997; Dittman et al. 2000; Fortune & Rose, 2001; Abbott & Regehr, 2004) . In doing this, it is also important to ask if the emergence of a specific type of filter is critically reliant on rigid constraints on the expression profiles of channels and other presynaptically expressed mechanisms, or if such emergence exhibits degeneracy (Edelman & Gally, 2001; Stelling et al. 2004; Whitacre & Bender, 2010) where disparate structural components could come together to elicit analogous synaptic filters. Answers to these questions are critical in the light of analyses, which largely span post-synaptic structures, that demonstrate the translation of such degeneracy to robustness of biological function (Tononi et al. 1999; Edelman & Gally, 2001; Stelling et al. 2004; Marder & Goaillard, 2006; Whitacre & Bender, 2010; Marder, 2011; O'Leary et al. 2014; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Drion et al. 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015; Rathour et al. 2016) . Importantly, precise maintenance of specific STP profiles and associated filter structures is extremely crucial from the perspective of their critical roles in encoding, estimation, processing and decoding of afferent temporal information (Abbott et al. 1997; Tsodyks & Markram, 1997; Markram et al. 1998; Buonomano, 2000; Dittman et al. 2000; Fortune & Rose, 2001; Chung et al. 2002; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2003; Abbott & Regehr, 2004; Carlson, 2009; Pfister et al. 2010; Barak & Tsodyks, 2014) . From this functional perspective of maintaining robustness in STP profiles and filter structures, it essential to ask if such robustness is tightly regulated by specific mechanisms or could be achieved through disparate synaptic components.
To fill these lacunae and address questions on the role of presynaptic mechanisms and their interactions in regulating synaptic filtering and STP profiles, in this study we first developed a biophysically rooted, conductancebased synaptic model to assess frequency-dependent synaptic filtering in response to propagating trains of action potentials (APs) impinging the terminal at different input frequencies. After demonstrating the versatility of the model in matching different types of synaptic filters, we used the model to quantitatively assess the individual impact of altering different presynaptic components, including VGICs, and calcium-and release-handling mechanisms. Next, in assessing the impact of interactions among these presynaptic mechanisms in arriving at specific filter structures, we used global sensitivity analysis (GSA) and demonstrated that near identical filters could be achieved with several non-unique combinations of synaptic parameters showing weak pairwise correlations. Apart from pointing to degeneracy in the emergence of synaptic filtering and STP, our study shows that the delicate balance between short-term facilitation and depression that is required to achieve such emergence could be obtained through a multitude of presynaptic mechanisms that are governed by non-unique combinations of constituent parameters. Our conclusions have significant implications for protein localization strategies required for functional robustness in neuronal structures and for the emergence of specific long-term synaptic plasticity profiles and associated degeneracy there. These observations further emphasize the need to prioritize the role of holistic interactions in the emergence of neuronal physiology. Importantly, these analyses contribute additional evidence that parametric and interactional complexity in biological systems should not be viewed from the limited curse-of-dimensionality standpoint, but from the evolutionarily advantageous perspective of providing functional robustness through degeneracy (Edelman & Gally, 2001; Stelling et al. 2004; Whitacre & Bender, 2010) .
Methods
A simplified conductance-based model, comprising (Fig. 1A, B ) a presynaptic neuronal soma projecting through a myelinated axon to a presynaptic terminal apposed to a postsynaptic spine compartment, was used to study presynaptically expressed forms of STP. The rationale behind the inclusion of a presynaptic soma and a minimal axonal arbour was to avoid artifacts that arose when APs were generated by direct current injection into a stand-alone presynaptic terminal. In our configuration, the current was injected into the soma of the presynaptic neuron, which avoided current injection artifacts at the terminal's AP traces and effected a biophysically rooted model to assess the impact of VGICs in the terminal on propagating APs.
Presynaptic neuronal model and AP propagation
The morphological configurations of the model's presynaptic components were set as follows. The soma was a cylindrical single compartment with both length and diameter set at 100 μm (length × diameter = 100 × 100 μm). The soma was connected to an axon hillock (AH; 15 × 3 μm), which in turn was connected to an axonal initial segment (AIS; 25 × 2 μm). The rest of the axon was modelled as a series of 50 pairs of myelinated axonal section (modelled as a passive compartment of 200 × 2 μm) and node of Ranvier (4 × 1 μm). This axon terminated at the presynaptic terminal, modelled as a cylinder of length 0.5 μm and diameter of 2 μm. All model components were segmented into smaller compartments as per the d λ rule (Carnevale & Hines, 2006) to ensure that each compartment was smaller than 0.1λ 100 , where λ 100 was the space constant of the model component computed at 100 Hz.
The default passive electrical parameters for the model components were: specific membrane resistivity, R m = 40 k .cm 2 ; cytoplasmic axial resistivity, R a = 120 .cm; specific membrane capacitance, C m = 1 μF.cm -2 . All passive properties were uniform for all the sections except for segments that represented the myelinated part of the axon, where R m = 80 k .cm 2 and C m = 0.5 μF.cm
to account for myelination. All sections of this presynaptic neuron, except myelinated parts of the axon, were endowed with fast sodium (Na) and delayed rectifier potassium (KDR) channels to enable active AP propagation from the soma to the terminal. Apart from Na and KDR channels, L-type calcium (CaL), N-type calcium (CaN), hyperpolarization activated cyclic nucleotide gated (HCN) and the transient A-type potassium (KA) channels were also inserted into the presynaptic terminal (Fig. 1B) . Kinetics and voltage-dependent properties for all conductances were derived from experimental measurements in hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons (Migliore et al. 1995) . For the base model, the Na and KDR conductances in the presynaptic compartments were tuned to obtain APs with a width of ß2 ms that propagated to the terminal with minimal attenuation. The sodium conductance values at the AIS and at the nodes of Ranvier were set to be higher than at the soma, and it was confirmed that AP initiation occurred at the AIS. We incorporated CaN and CaL channel conductances into the presynaptic terminal to account for experimental observations that suggest a role for both these channels in neurotransmitter release at the Schaffer collateral synapses (Ahmed & Siegelbaum, 2009 ). Both these calcium currents (CaN and CaL) were modelled using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) conventions (Goldman, 1943; Hodgkin & Katz, 1949) and included a gating variable to account for calcium-dependent inactivation (Migliore et al. 1995; Budde et al. 2002) . APs were generated by somatically injecting a train of 10 current pulses of 2 nA amplitude and 2 ms duration at different frequencies ranging from 1 to 50 Hz. The APs passively propagated through myelinated sections, and were regenerated at the nodes of Ranvier, thereby maintaining the continuity and reliability of signal propagation to the terminal. This procedure was used AMPAR, action potential generated at presynaptic soma (v soma ), AP propagated to terminal (v PRE ) (inset shows an AP propagation delay of 12 ms between the soma and the terminal), calcium spikes triggered at terminal by invasion of APs ([Ca] PRE ), neurotransmitter released into the cleft due to calcium elevation at the terminal ([T] cleft ), excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC; i POST ) consequent to postsynaptic receptor opening after neurotransmitter binding, with the somatic firing frequency (f PRE ) set at 1 Hz. D, EPSC traces for f PRE set at 13 Hz (left) and 50 Hz (right). E, short-term plasticity (STP) ratio (STPR) profile obtained for f PRE spanning 1-50 Hz in a model tuned to replicate the band-pass structure of the CA3-CA1 Schaffer collateral synapses. The frequency at which STPR reaches its maximum value (STPR max ) was defined as the synaptic resonant frequency (f SR ). STPR values obtained with f PRE = 1 Hz (STPR 1Hz ) and with 50 Hz (STPR 50Hz ) were also used as quantifications of the STP profile. F, paired pulse ratio (PPR, ratio between the EPSC response amplitude to the second stimulus and that to the first stimulus) decreases as the inter-pulse interval (IPI) increases. Inset shows example response at an IPI of 75 ms. Note that the eight measurements highlighted in yellow were used as quantifications of synaptic filtering and STP throughout this study. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] to stimulate the presynaptic terminal at different firing frequencies (f PRE ).
Calcium handling in the presynaptic terminal
Neurotransmitter release is tightly coupled to the cytosolic calcium concentration at the terminal ([Ca] T c ), as binding of vesicles to the plasma membrane for subsequent release depends on [Ca 2+ ] in the terminal. We incorporated a detailed reaction-diffusion model for calcium in the presynaptic terminal, with calcium ON and OFF mechanisms and radial diffusion adopted from Ashhad & Narayanan (2013) . Specifically, the cytosolic calcium dynamics in the terminal was modelled by the partial differential equation (Sneyd et al. 1995; Fink et al. 2000; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) :
where D Ca (220 μm 2 s -1 ) represented the diffusion coefficient for Ca 2+ (Allbritton et al. 1992; Klingauf & Neher, 1997) , and α (0.9) defined the density of inositol triphosphate receptors (InsP 3 R) on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). J InsP3R , J leak , J SERCA , J VGCC , R buf and J pump represented Ca 2+ flux due to InsP 3 Rs, ER leak channels, sarcoplasmic endoplasmic reticulum Ca 2+ ATPase (SERCA) pumps, voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs), buffer and plasma membrane Ca 2+ extrusion pumps, respectively, and are defined below. Radial diffusion of Ca 2+ was implemented by radially compartmentalizing the terminal section into four concentric annuli. The [Ca] T c was determined by the [Ca 2+ ] in outer most annulus (Carnevale & Hines, 2006) . As there are several lines of evidence for the presence of presynaptic ER, and for its role in regulating terminal calcium (Llano et al. 2000; Brain et al. 2001; Emptage et al. 2001; Han et al. 2001; Verkhratsky, 2002; Zucker & Regehr, 2002; Bouchard et al. 2003; Bardo et al. 2006; Cabezas & Buno, 2006) , release kinetics and STP across different synaptic structures, we explicitly incorporated ER release, pump and leak mechanisms into our model. InsP 3 R-dependent release from ER was modelled as a function of cytosolic InsP 3 concentrations as follows (Li & Rinzel, 1994; Fink et al. 2000; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) : (Li & Rinzel, 1994; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) . The rate of Ca 2+ influx into cytosol from ER leak channels was modelled as (Fink et al. 2000) :
[Ca] ER mM ms
where L was chosen such that the net flux of Ca 2+ at resting state (-65 mV) was around zero. Ca 2+ current through VGCCs (L-and N-type) was converted to Ca 2+ concentration as (Poirazi et al. 2003; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) :
where I Ca denotes the net inward Ca 2+ current, diam the diameter of the section and F Faraday's constant. Ca 2+ uptake by the SERCA pump was modelled as follows (Fink et al. 2000) :
where V max (4 × 10 -4 mM ms -1 ) was the maximal rate of the SERCA pump and K P (0.27 μM) is the dissociation constant of Ca 2+ binding to the pump. Ca 2+ efflux through plasma membrane calcium extrusion pumps was modelled as follows (Fink et al. 2000; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) :
where Ca th (200 nM) defines the threshold for [Ca] T c beyond which the extrusion pumps were activated, and γ represents the density of the pump. The rate of change in [Ca] T c due to stationary buffers was implemented as (Fink et al. 2000; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013) :
and
where [B] and [CaB] represent the free and calcium-bound buffer concentrations in the section. K on s (=1000 mM -1 ms -1 ) and K off s are the rate constants for calcium binding to and unbinding from buffer. This pseudo steady state approximation was based on the assumption that bound buffer concentration was in rapid equilibrium with surrounding Ca 2+ . The value of K D was set to 4 μM. The total buffer concentration (T buf = 0.52 μM) was defined as the sum of free and bound buffer concentrations.
Short-term plasticity
The evolution of STP in the conductance-based model synapse was modelled through a system of coupled differential equations. Whereas the residual calcium, and thereby synaptic facilitation (Zucker, 1989; Zucker & Regehr, 2002) , would automatically be accounted for by the mechanistic models used for calcium handling, accounting for synaptic depression warranted an explicit model for terminal neurotransmitter concentration and transmitter replenishment (Sudhof, 2012 (Sudhof, , 2013 (Sudhof, , 2014 .
The evolution of [T] T , the concentration of neurotransmitter in the presynaptic terminal, was modelled as (default parametric values are listed in Table 1) :
where [T] ∞ T represents the steady-state value of [T] T , τ TT denotes the replenishment rate of the neurotransmitter in the presynaptic terminal and f T governs the intensity of neurotransmitter release into the cleft. The calcium concentration was raised to the power of three to account for the cooperativity among calcium ions binding to synaptotagmin, the calcium sensor, in effectuating the release process (Sudhof, 2012 (Sudhof, , 2013 (Sudhof, , 2014 . A baseline cytosolic concentration 50 nM of was subtracted from [Ca] T c (eqn 11). The evolution of [T] C , the concentration of neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft, was modelled as:
where τ TC denotes the reuptake rate of the neurotransmitter from the cleft. Note that the second term of this equation is the negative of the second term in eqn (11).
Postsynaptic structure and receptor models
The postsynaptic neuronal compartment was modelled as a cylinder of 2 μm diameter × 0.5 μm length. The postsynaptic structure was purely passive, as our goal here was to evaluate the role of presynaptic VGICs in regulating synaptic filtering and STP. Ionotropic receptors located on the postsynaptic structure, whose opening was regulated by presynaptically released transmitter concentration, resulted in an EPSC that was modelled as the AMPA receptor (AMPAR) current (Fig. 1A) . The kinetics of the AMPAR current was adopted from previous literature (Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013; Honnuraiah & Narayanan, 2013) , which was modelled as the sum of currents carried by sodium and potassium ions: where the sodium and potassium currents followed the GHK conventions (Goldman, 1943; Hodgkin & Katz, 1949) :
P AMPAR represents the maximum permeability of the AMPAR, whose default value was set at 0.1 μm s -1 . The relative permeability ratios P Na and P K were equal and set to 1 (Dingledine et al. 1999) . s(t) governed the kinetics of AMPAR current, and was gated by the cleft transmitter concentration as follows (Destexhe et al. 1998) :
where α s and β s were forward and reverse rates for the opening of the AMPAR, and were computed as β s = − β s , with τ d (3 ms) and τ r (0.6 ms) respectively defining the decay time constant and the rise time constant (Andrasfalvy & Magee, 2001 ). We normalized s(t) such that 0 ࣘ s(t) ࣘ 1.
Physiological measurements
We used eight different physiological measurements to quantify model performance, and to compare physiological equivalents ( Fig. 1 ). To quantify STP profiles, trains of 10 pulses were injected into the presynaptic soma at different frequencies (f PRE ), which ultimately elicited 10 EPSCs (measured under voltage-clamp of the postsynaptic compartment at -70 mV), after AP propagated through the axon into the terminal eliciting calcium influx through the VGCCs on the terminal that resulted in neurotransmitter release into the cleft. The STP profile was constructed as a function of f PRE (Fig. 1E) , with an STP ratio (STPR) measured for each value of f PRE . STPR, for any given value of f PRE , was computed as the ratio between the average EPSC amplitude of the last three input pulses (pulses 8-10) and the amplitude of the first of the 10 EPSCs in the train (Dittman et al. 2000) .
where A EPSC (i) represents the amplitude of the ith EPSC in the train of 10 EPSCs. Pair-pulse ratio (PPR) was computed as the ratio between the second EPSC amplitude and the first EPSC amplitude, with the inter-pulse interval set at 75 ms:
All eight measurements used here are highlighted in Fig. 1C -F, with a description provided in the Results.
Global sensitivity analysis: generation of random models and their validation
We used a GSA technique (Foster et al. 1993; Goldman et al. 2001; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012b , 2014 Anirudhan & J Physiol 595.8 Narayanan, 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) to study how the variability within a set parameter distribution and interactions among them would affect the measurements that quantified STP profiles and synaptic filtering. To generate models for GSA, we first tuned a base model such that the parameters (Table 1 ) and the measurements were confined to corresponding physiological limits in experimental observations (Dittman et al. 2000) and elicited a band-pass-like STP profile ( Fig. 1E ). In total, 7000 unique models were generated using a random sampling procedure on 15 different model parameters, each governed by a uniform distribution spanning the lower-upper bounds given in Table 1 . Ranges of these model parameters were chosen by assessing their extreme values (through single-and cross-sensitivity analyses) where there was incomplete propagation of APs into the terminal, or depolarization-induced block in the terminal (both due to extreme values for the Na/K conductances in the presynaptic terminal), or hindrance to achieving the band-pass structure of the synaptic filters (because of heavy or weak calcium decay or because of extreme conditions of transmitter pool depletion/replenishment). We computed all the eight measurements for each of these 7000 models, and investigated whether these measurements were within their respective valid ranges (Table 2 ). In total, 104 out of 7000 models (ß1.5%) had all eight measurements within their respective acceptable ranges (Table 2 ) obtained from corresponding experimental values (Dobrunz et al. 1997; Klingauf & Neher, 1997; Dittman et al. 2000; Magee & Cook, 2000; Andrasfalvy & Magee, 2001; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007) , implying that they matched with experimental constraints with reference to all quantified measurements, and were declared as valid models for ensuing analyses.
Virtual knockout models
Within the GSA framework, virtual knockout models (VKMs) constitute a powerful technique to quantitatively assess the contribution of specific channels to chosen measurements Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . In assessing these contributions using VKMs, we knocked-out a specific channel conductance individually from each of the 104 valid models, and computed each of the eight measurements after this knockout. We then computed the percentage change in each of these measurements from their respective valid base model values (when all the channels were intact) to quantify the acute impact of knocking out that channel on specific measurements. This procedure was repeated for all six channel conductances present in the presynaptic terminal (Na, KDR, CaL, CaN, HCN and KA) and the statistics of percentage changes in each measurement for each VKM were assessed. We used these statistics to also compute the contribution strength of each channel to the eight different measurements . Specifically, if M p (C i ) were considered to represent the mean percentage change of measurement p (1 ࣘ p ࣘ 8) of VKMs derived by deleting channel C i (1 ࣘ i ࣘ 6), then the contribution strength of a channel C q for a given measurement p was computed as :
where |.| represents the absolute value of the arguments and max i |M p (C i )| denotes the maximum value of |M p (C i )| spanning all the VKMs. This procedure spanned all measurements and all channels. For visualization of these contribution strengths , S(M p , C q ), we generated a matrix of circles with channels (q) and measurements (p) represented as rows and columns, respectively. We set the diameter of the circles forming element (q, p) of this matrix to be proportional to S(M p , C q ), such that the largest and smallest circles would respectively be for elements max q |M p (C q )| and min q |M p (C q )| (see Fig. 8F ). Note that the linear extrapolation from S(M p , C q ) to circle diameters was a measurement-dependent process, and was performed independently for each measurement M p .
Computational details
All the simulations were performed using the NEURON simulation package (Carnevale & Hines, 2006) at resting membrane potential of -65 mV and temperature of 34°C, with an integration time step of 25 μs. Analyses were performed with custom-written software in MATLAB and Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA).
Results
Our first goal was to develop a conductance-based biophysically rooted model of a synapse to study the impact of VGICs expressed in the presynaptic terminal on STP profiles and associated synaptic filtering. In doing this, we constructed an active presynaptic neuronal model containing a soma connected to an axon that terminated on a terminal bouton and a passive postsynaptic structure that was equipped only with ionotropic receptors for the neurotransmitter released from the presynaptic terminal (Fig. 1A, B ). This configuration allowed us to assess the impact of propagating APs arriving at the terminal with different frequencies (f PRE ), initiating a sequence of events that would culminate in neurotransmitter release. Specifically, these propagating APs activated several VGICs, including VGCCs, expressed in the presynaptic terminal and either mediated (by calcium channels) or modulated (by other channels) calcium influx into the terminal. Calcium dynamics in the presynaptic terminal was modelled in detail, specifically including biophysical models of the plasma membrane and ER calcium pumps, calcium buffers, calcium leak and release from the ER and diffusion (eqn 1). In modelling STP, the residual calcium from previous APs would automatically be accounted for in our model, given the mechanistic nature of calcium decay. Cytosolic calcium in the presynaptic terminal was then translated to transmitter release through a dynamic formulation that was also governed by the transmitter concentration in the terminal and a parameter governing the intensity of transmitter release for each AP (eqn 11). These design configurations offered a critical advantage in that a separate parameter to govern facilitation was not necessary, and residual calcium and associated kinetics would mechanistically account for short-term facilitation and its strength. Finally, we modelled terminal transmitter replenishment defined by a specified replenishment rate (eqn 11), which mechanistically governed short-term depression (when replenishment rate was lower than the presynaptic firing rate). Together, in agreement with associated physiological observations (Zucker, 1989; Zucker & Regehr, 2002; Sudhof, 2012 Sudhof, , 2013 Sudhof, , 2014 , the kinetics of residual calcium and replenishment rate regulated the balance between short-term facilitation and depression and their dependence on input stimulus rate.
Transmitter released into the cleft at the end of the release process was subjected to a time-dependent decay to account for diffusion and for reuptake mechanisms (eqn 12). Finally, on the postsynaptic side, a ligand-gated receptor model was implemented such that its opening was gated by the concentration of transmitter in the cleft (eqn 13). Together, the model provides an ideal mechanistic setup to quantitatively understand the role of different VGICs and other presynaptic mechanisms on synaptic filtering.
Versatility of the model formulation in matching different types of synaptic filters
Using the model setup described above as the base, we stimulated the terminal with 10 pulses of different presynaptic firing frequencies (f PRE ) to characterize synaptic physiological properties using eight different measurements (highlighted in Fig. 1 ): synaptic resonance frequency (f SR ), the frequency at which maximum STPR (eqn 17) was observed; maximum STP ratio (STPR max ), the STP ratio at resonance frequency; STP ratio for 1 Hz stimulus (STPR 1Hz ); STP ratio for 50 Hz stimulus (STPR 50Hz ); paired pulse ratio (PPR 75ms ) for inter-pulse interval of 75 ms; amplitude of the first (in a train of 10) AP at terminal (v PRE ); amplitude of calcium elevation in the presynaptic terminal (represented by [Ca] T c ) elicited in response to the first AP ([Ca] PRE ) and the amplitude of first EPSC response (i EPSC ). The base model was tuned to elicit a band-pass synaptic filter (Fig. 1C-F ), which along with other measurements match those from Schaffer collateral synapses from CA3 to CA1 pyramidal neurons (Dobrunz et al. 1997; Klingauf & Neher, 1997; Dittman et al. 2000; Magee & Cook, 2000; Andrasfalvy & Magee, 2001; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007) .
Next, to illustrate the versatility of the model in its ability to match high-and low-pass synaptic filters (Dittman et al. 2000) , we altered specific parameters in the base model and demonstrate the model's ability in achieving this (Fig. 2) . The low-pass filter characteristic was obtained by reducing the calcium influx into cytosol from ER stores, increasing the replenishment time of neurotransmitter (τ TT ) and the intensity of neurotransmitter release (f T ). On the other hand, the high pass filter profile was attained by reducing the average rate of Ca 2+ flux density at plasma membrane (γ), increasing the maximum neurotransmitter concentration ([T] ∞ T ) and reducing both τ TT and f T . Note that these parametric changes constitute one possible way to achieve low-and high-pass synaptic filters, but not the only possible route for achieving these filter structures (see below). Together, these results demonstrate the model's capabilities in matching different types of synaptic filters and STP profiles in a model that was endowed with specific equivalents of constitutive components in a synapse. J Physiol 595.8 VGICs in the presynaptic terminal regulate synaptic filtering The model described above provides a systematic framework to quantitatively assess the impact of individual voltage-gated conductances and other presynaptic mechanisms in regulating synaptic filtering (Table 3) . First, we assessed the impact of independently altering each of the six different VGICs expressed in the presynaptic terminal on synaptic filtering profiles, with all the other parameters retained to their respective base model values. We noted that increasing sodium channel conductance (Fig. 3A) decreased the STP ratio in the model, along with a small reduction in f SR . Importantly, the selectivity strength Q SR (the ratio between STPR max and STPR 1Hz ) of the synaptic filter reduced as a consequence of increasing sodium channel conductance (Fig. 3A) . In contrast, we found that an increase in the conductance of either delayed rectifier (Fig. 3B) or A-type (Fig. 3E ) potassium channels resulted in increases in the STP ratio and in Q SR , accompanied by a small increase in f SR . Increase in calcium channel conductances (Fig. 3C for CaL and Fig. 3D for CaN), however, decreased f SR , Q SR and STP ratio through increases in presynaptic calcium concentration (Table 3) . Finally, increasing the HCN channel conductance decreased f SR , Q SR and STP ratio (Fig. 3H) due to a depolarizing shift in the resting membrane potential (Fig. 3F) , which resulted in an increased calcium influx (Fig. 3F ) through CaL and CaN channels. We also noted that the impact of altering the HCN channel conductance on a train of EPSCs was dependent on the frequency of presynaptic stimulation C-F, same as A and B, but with different parameters adjusted to achieve synaptic filters that exhibit band-pass (C, D) and high-pass (E, F) characteristics. (f PRE ). Specifically, when f PRE was low (1 Hz; Fig. 3G ), the impact of altering HCN channels was reflected in all EPSC amplitudes. However, when f PRE increased (50 Hz; Fig. 3G ), the impact was confined to the first of the train of EPSCs, owing to the slow (de)activation time constants of HCN channels (Magee, 1998) . Mechanistically, conductance changes that caused calcium elevation, either through changes in the AP waveform or through modulation of calcium current triggered by the AP, resulted in elevated levels of neurotransmitter release for the first AP. Given that the time constant of neurotransmitter replenishment (τ TT ) remained the same, this resulted in lesser terminal neurotransmitter ([T] T ) available for subsequent releases, thereby reducing the STP ratio especially for stimulus frequencies that are faster than the replenishment rate. Furthermore, such reduced availability of neurotransmitter also implies that the balance between short-term depression and facilitation would now be tilted in favour of depression. This translates to a reduction in the frequency where the STP ratio attains its peak, which manifests as a reduction in f SR . Together, conductance changes that lead to an increase in the magnitude of AP-induced calcium elevation (caused by changes in excitability and/or changes in calcium influx from the extracellular matrix through calcium channels) result in reductions of STP ratio, f SR and Q SR , with the quantitative details on the direction and strength of such changes being critically reliant on the kinetics and voltage-dependence of individual channels.
Calcium-and release-regulatory mechanisms in the presynaptic terminal regulate synaptic filtering
How do the different calcium-and release-regulatory mechanisms present in the presynaptic terminal alter synaptic filtering? To address this, we independently altered each of the several calcium-related parameters, with all the other parameters retained at their respective base model values, and assessed the STP profile with these altered parameters ( Table 4) . As expected from the model formulation, none of the calcium-handling mechanisms altered the amplitude of the AP waveform in the terminal (Table 4) . When we increased Ca th , the threshold on cytosolic calcium concentration for the activation of the plasma membrane calcium pump (eqn 7), we found that the amplitude of calcium elevation in response to the first AP was unchanged, given the relatively small amplitude of the first response. Additionally, for the same reason, the STP profile was unchanged for lower frequencies of presynaptic activation (f PRE ). However, as the frequency of presynaptic stimulation increased, the temporally summated calcium crossed Ca th , resulting in a scenario where a reduction in Ca th led to a reduction in cytosolic calcium levels (because of pump activation), implying a reduction in the amount of neurotransmitter release. This resulted in a sharper fall in the STP ratio profile especially at higher values of f PRE , leading to a reduction in f SR , Q SR and STPR max with reduction in Ca th (Fig. 4A, Table 4 ).
Next, we increased the V max of SERCA pumps (eqn 6) and found that it reduced the calcium response to the first AP and the first EPSC amplitude (Table 4) . Given the Hill equation formulation in eqn (6), the effect of increasing V max would result in a reduction of [Ca] T c in a manner that is also dependent on [Ca] T c . Consequently, STPR max reduced with increase in SERCA V max , with a concurrent increase in f SR and a reduction in Q SR (Fig. 4B , Table 4 ). Note that Ca th (within the tested range) had no significant impact on the calcium response to the first AP, but altered the temporal summation of the calcium response specifically for higher presynaptic frequencies. However, changing V max of the SERCA pump significantly altered both the first calcium response and the summation. This difference is merely a reflection of the difference in model formulation for the two pumps (a threshold based model for the plasma membrane pump, and a Hill equation-based model for the SERCA pump), and results in their differential regulation of the STP ratio profile and synaptic filtering (Table 4) .
Finally, whereas an increase in the dissociation constant K D of the calcium buffer (eqn 10) or a reduction in the total buffer concentration T buf increased [Ca] T c and resulted in a reduction of STPR max , f SR and Q SR (Fig. 4C, D, Table 4 ), an increase in either the transmitter replenishment time constant (τ TT ; eqn 11) or in the intensity of per-AP transmitter release (f T ; eqns 11 and 12) reduced STPR max , f SR J Physiol 595.8
and Q SR without altering [Ca] T c (Fig. 4E, F, Table 4 ). The impact of altering K D of the calcium buffer or T buf on the synaptic filters is simply explained by their ability to alter [Ca] T c , and how this change in cytosolic calcium levels alters the release process (as in Figs. 3 and 4A ). An increase in τ TT implies that the replenishment rate is slower, thereby limiting transmitter availability for subsequent releases.
Therefore, for moderate increases in τ TT the STPR reduced across a broad range of values for f PRE , also shifting the facilitation-depression balance in favour of depression. This shift in the balance was starkly observable when τ TT was increased further, where the STPR profile showed depression across all values of f PRE (Fig. 4E) . A similar argument holds for increases in f T as well, where increasing converging lines of evidence, that sensitivities of different measurements to specific parameters are critically dependent on other parametric combinations. In other words, whereas a specific measurement might be extremely sensitive to one parameter under one parametric regime, under another regime, that parameter might not have any impact on the measurement under consideration (Goldman et al. 2001; Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Kispersky et al. 2012; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Drion et al. 2015) . In this context, and given the variability and plasticity in the expression profiles of different channels and receptors, it is critical that the dependence of physiological measurements on biophysical parameters accounts for interactions among the different constituent mechanisms that drive the phenomenon. Additionally, it is important to ask if there are specific constraints on parametric values and their cross-dependencies in eliciting a valid combination of measurements that match with their respective physiological counterparts (Marder & Goaillard, 2006; Marder, 2011; Marder & Taylor, 2011; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a , 2014 Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . An ideal means to address these questions and to assess the impact of complex interactions among constitutive components is the use of the GSA paradigm (Foster et al. 1993; Prinz et al. 2003 Prinz et al. , 2004 Taylor et al. 2009; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012b , 2014 Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) . In this procedure, instead of varying only a single parameter at a time, all parameters in the model are simultaneously varied through a random sampling procedure to find models that fit within physiologically relevant bounds on all measurements of interest. We performed a 15-parameter (Table 1) GSA on our synaptic model to assess cross-sensitivities among them in regulating synaptic filtering and STP profiles. Specifically, we first generated 7000 unique models, with each model generated by assigning random values to each of the 15 parameters. These random values were picked from respective uniform distributions that spanned a specific range around baseline values of the specific parameter ( Table 1) . As these were randomized models, it is expected that several of them would not match experimental ranges of physiological measurements associated with synaptic filtering and STP. Therefore, we subjected measurements computed from each of these 7000 models to a validation procedure, which required that each of the eight synaptic measurements fell within an experimentally determined measurement-specific bound (Table 2 ). This validation procedure yielded 104 models (ß1.5%) that were within the specified measurement bounds, and these valid models were used for ensuing analysis.
All valid models, by definition, had their eight synaptic physiological measurements within experimental bounds. As an illustration, EPSC traces for different values of f PRE (Fig. 5) and associated synaptic filters (Fig. 6A ) of five valid models are shown to manifest very similar physiological characteristics. Despite these near-identical synaptic filters and very similar measurement values (Figs. 5 and 6A), the 15 parameters associated with these models did not cluster around specific values, but were spread across the entire span of the ranges ( Fig. 6B; Table 3 ) associated with each parameter. This was further confirmed by the histograms corresponding to each of these parameters from all 104 valid models, which showed that all parameters spanned the entire range of the assigned spread (Fig. 6C, bottom panels) . These observations offered clear evidence that several non-unique combinations of the constituent parameters (each representing a structurally distinct synaptic component) could result in similar synaptic filters. Together, these results constitute a direct demonstration of degeneracy in the emergence of specific synaptic filters and associated STP profiles.
Weak pairwise correlations between valid model parameters reveal degeneracy in mechanisms compensating for changes in any specific model component
Whereas the analyses presented above demonstrated that non-unique combinations of presynaptic components could result in near-identical synaptic filtering, they do not provide insights into cross-dependencies of these parameters in arriving at specific synaptic filters. For instance, these analyses lacked in their ability to address questions on the existence of correlated changes in sets of parameters in arriving at similar synaptic filtering profiles. Do changes in one parameter imply quantitatively equivalent changes in another parameter to maintain functional equivalence? Alternatively, are such changes in one parameter compensated for by changes in several other parameters towards robust functional homeostasis? To address these questions, we constructed pairwise scatter plots of the 15 parametric values in the 104 valid models (Fig. 6C ) and computed associated correlation coefficients for each of the 105 unique pairs (Foster et al. 1993; Taylor et al. 2009; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a , 2014 Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) . Of these, 103 pairs exhibited very weak correlations, with the correlation coefficients in the range -0.3 to 0.3, and the maximum (with reference to the absolute value) coefficient value was a weak -0.45 [R 2 = (-0.45) 2 = 0.20] between f T and τ TT (Fig. 6D ). This implies that the mechanistic basis to compensate for changes (in terms of achieving similar synaptic filters) in one parameter recruited several non-unique combinations spanning all other parameters, rather than achieving such compensation through pairwise dependence on one other specific parameter.
An important question that emerged from the analyses above was whether 104 models sufficiently characterize the parameter space, and if stronger pairwise parameter correlations would have emerged if the parametric space had been sampled more densely. To address this question, we performed pairwise correlations on subsets of the valid models (Fig. 6F) , and investigated whether the pairwise correlations became weaker when the number of valid models was reduced. We found that the distribution of correlation coefficients became broader with a reduction in the number of valid models, indicating the emergence of stronger correlation coefficients when the number of valid models was reduced (Fig. 6F) . Therefore, with use of lower number of models, we are underestimating the weakness of the pairwise correlations, which is only expected to become weaker with an increase in the number of valid models. We noted this to be consistent with GSA models in the literature, where an increase in the number of valid models resulted in further weakening of pairwise correlation coefficients . These observations further strengthen our conclusions about the adequacy of the 104 models for demonstrating weakness of pairwise correlations across valid model parameters. Together, these results demonstrating that parameters in the valid model population exhibited weak pairwise correlations add further evidence to degeneracy in presynaptic mechanisms that regulate synaptic filtering and STP.
Virtual knockout models
How do individual presynaptic voltage-gated conductances contribute to different aspects of synaptic filters and STP within this framework of degeneracy? In other words, although it is clear that different channel combinations could yield analogous synaptic filters, do specific channels Figure 7. Virtual knockout of channels from valid models reveal differential dependence of synaptic filtering and short-term plasticity on different presynaptic channels A, representative traces of AP (left), cytosolic calcium (middle) in the presynaptic terminal and postsynaptic current (right) traces, obtained after knockout of specific channels (label on the left extreme) from a specific valid model. For sodium (Na) channel knockout cases, insets show zoomed versions of the traces; the two insets in AP traces depict zoomed versions of the bars depicted in the main trace, whereas single insets in the calcium and current traces are for the initial 120 ms of the corresponding main traces. Inset in the current trace depicting the knockout of the N-type calcium (CaN) channel represents a zoomed (on the current axis) version of the trace. B-I, distributions of percentage changes, computed after virtual knockout of individual channels, in AP amplitude at terminal (B), amplitude of terminal calcium response to the presynaptic spike (C), postsynaptic current response (D), maximum STP (STP) ratio STPR max (E), synaptic resonant frequency f SR (F), STP ratio for 1 Hz (f PRE ) stimulus STPR 1Hz (G), STP ratio for f PRE = 50 Hz STPR 50Hz (H) and paired pulse ratio (PPR) for an inter-pulse interval of 75 ms (I). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] J Physiol 595.8 have a larger impact on specific measurements? To address this question within the GSA framework, we used the VKM approach Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . Here, we took each of the 104 valid models and virtually knocked out a specific channel from each of these models by setting the conductance associated with that channel to zero. We computed each of the eight measurements from these models where the channel was knocked out, and calculated the percentage difference between these measurements and those obtained from the corresponding valid model (where all channels were intact). We used these 104 measurement differences and their statistics, for each of the eight measurements, to quantify the impact of that specific channel individually on each measurement. We repeated this procedure for each of the six different channel conductances expressed in the presynaptic terminal (Na, KDR, CaL, CaN, h and KA), yielding a total of 104 (number of valid models) × 6 (number of channels) = 624 VKMs. Measurement differences, for each of the eight measurements, were computed from these VKMs (by comparing them with their respective base model measurements) and used as quantitative metrics of the impact of each channel on specific measurements (Figs. 7 and 8).
As expected, virtual knockout of terminal sodium channels resulted in ineffective AP propagation into the terminal, thereby making computation of the eight different measurements impossible (Fig. 7A) . Therefore, the quantification of measurements was performed only for VKMs associated with five channels: KDR, CaL, CaN, HCN and KA. First, we observed that knocking out any of KA, KDR, CaL, CaN or HCN channels resulted in small changes in AP amplitude (Fig. 7B) . Next, consistent with results in Fig. 3 and as expected from specific channel function in the context of calcium influx, knocking out KA channels resulted in an increase in [Ca] PRE , whereas deleting HCN, CaN or CaL channels decreased [Ca] PRE . We noted that there was significant variability in the amount of change in [Ca] PRE with each set of VKMs. Such differential dependence of measurements on virtual knockout of the channel was common across all channels and measurements (Fig. 7C-I) , which is to be expected as a direct consequence of variability in channel conductances across valid models (Fig 6C) . The impacts of these channels on all synaptic filter measurements, as observed from VKMs (Figs. 7C-I and 8A-E), were consistent with results from single sensitivity analyses, whereby conductance changes that led to an increase in the magnitude of AP-induced calcium elevation resulted in reductions of STPR and f SR (Fig. 3, Table 3 ). In comparing results from VKMs (Figs. 7C-I and 8A-E) and those from single-sensitivity analyses (Fig. 3, Table 3 ), note that VKM results are with reference to reducing the conductance value (setting it to zero), whereas those with single-sensitivity analyses are presented with reference to an increase in the conductance value (Table 3) . An apparent exception to the consistency of VKM results (Figs. 7 and 8) with single-sensitivity analyses (Fig. 3) was with reference to the CaN current, where knocking out CaN channels resulted in a significant reduction in the calcium influx (Fig. 7A) . This translated to a significant reduction in neurotransmitter release, thereby reducing the EPSC amplitude significantly (ß99% change in EPSC amplitude in most CaN VKMs; Fig. 7D ) and tilting the facilitation-depression balance in favour of facilitation. This switched the synaptic filters of these model neurons to high-pass filters (within the 1-50 Hz range tested for f PRE ), implying that we could not compute f SR (which is a measure of band-pass structure in the STP profile) for VKMs corresponding to the CaN channels (Fig. 8E) . The significant reduction in calcium influx with VKMs was a direct consequence of setting CaN channel conductance to zero, which was not the case in the single sensitivity analyses (Fig. 3) where the conductance was never set to zero. Additionally, we also noted that the high-pass nature of the synaptic filter was a direct outcome of low release that was consequent to low calcium influx when CaN channels were knocked out. Such low initial release implied that the availability of neurotransmitters for consequent releases was higher, and that neurotransmitter depletion never occurred within the 10 pulses, resulting in a scenario where neurons show only facilitation (residual calcium builds up to larger values for higher values of f PRE ) and no depression within the 50 Hz limit on f PRE . This facilitation-only STP profile, a logical extension to the increase in f SR with reduction in g CaN in Fig. 3 , may also be gleaned from the dramatic increase in PPR 75ms , STPR max and STPR 50Hz , but not in STPR 1Hz (where the impact of residual calcium on consecutive releases was negligible), with CaN channel knockout (Figs. 7 and 8E) . Therefore, this apparent exception to the consistency of VKM results with single-sensitivity analyses was just a reflection of quantitative rather than qualitative differences, and our conclusions on the significantly large contribution of the CaN current (in comparison to the CaL current; Figs. 7 and 8) to transmitter release is consistent with similar experimental observations in Schaffer collateral synapses (Ahmed & Siegelbaum, 2009) .
Together, these results revealed the variable and differential impact of different presynaptic channels on synaptic filters and STP profiles, reflecting variability in expression of specific channels and their interaction with other presynaptic channels and mechanisms.
Discussion
The principal conclusion of this study is that the delicate balance between short-term facilitation and depression required to attain specific synaptic filters and STP profiles can be achieved through a multitude of presynaptic mechanisms that are governed by non-unique combinations of constituent parameters. In arriving at this conclusion, we first developed a model synapse that was endowed with presynaptic mechanisms, encompassing six different VGICs, calcium-handling mechanisms and processes that regulated neurotransmitter availability in the terminal and the cleft. Different calcium-handling mechanisms in the presynaptic terminal, encompassing pumps, buffering, diffusion and ER mechanisms that included calcium leak, ER calcium channels and SERCA pumps, were independently and specifically incorporated as dynamic systems. Whereas a dynamic system that specified a replenishment rate defined post-release replenishment of terminal neurotransmitter, another dynamic system that specified a clearance rate governed neurotransmitter availability in the cleft. Next, we defined eight different physiological measurements that covered different aspects of synaptic filtering and STP, and measured them by stimulating the presynaptic terminal by trains of propagating APs of different stimulus frequencies. Together, this model and associated measurements provided us with an ideal setup to demonstrate the differential contributions of individual presynaptic mechanisms to different aspects of synaptic filtering and STP, thereby providing direct testable predictions on the role of each of these components and interactions among them in regulating synaptic filtering. Importantly, the model was amenable to design a random-sampling global-sensitivity analysis procedure that allowed us to demonstrate degeneracy in the manifestation of specific synaptic filters and STP profiles. The existence of such degeneracy was concluded from the ability of disparate parameters to elicit near-identical STP profiles, and from the weak pairwise correlations that these disparate parametric values exhibited.
Interactions among constituent components govern synaptic filtering
It has been clear from a growing body of evidence, starting from the first quantitative description of APs (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952) to more recent assessments involving several ion channels and/or calcium-handling mechanisms (Goldman et al. 2001; Prinz et al. 2004; Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Marder & Taylor, 2011; Kispersky et al. 2012; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a, b; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Drion et al. 2015; Marder et al. 2015; Gjorgjieva et al. 2016) , that neuronal physiology and plasticity emerge from spatiotemporal interactions among constituent components. Recent analyses have also demonstrated that the specific nature of these interactions and the qualitative/quantitative outcomes of these interactions are critically reliant not just on the dynamics of individual mechanisms but also on their relative abundance and their spatial localization profiles. J Physiol 595.8 Emergent phenomena that are outcomes of such interactions could yield very counterintuitive results, such as cases where an increase in sodium conductance results in a reduction in firing rate (Kispersky et al. 2012) , or an increase in a potassium conductance increases firing rate (Drion et al. 2015) or shifts a long-term plasticity profile towards the left (Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) .
In this context, results from our study demonstrate that the synaptic filters and STP profiles critically depend on the kinetics and abundance of specific voltage-gated channels and calcium-handling components in the presynaptic terminal. Whereas individual voltage-gated channels and interactions among them altered synaptic filters through changes in excitability and consequent changes in the transmembrane calcium current, calciumand release-regulatory mechanisms altered these filters without changing the presynaptic voltage or the calcium influx from the extracellular matrix. In this context, it is important to distinguish between electrophysiological measurements (voltage and calcium current) and measures of calcium concentration, and the caution that needs to be exercised in employing one set of measures as a proxy for the other. Specifically, calcium concentration in a compartment is not a simple function of transmembrane voltage or calcium current, but is critically dependent on several non-linear calcium-handling mechanisms including pumps, buffers, ER mechanisms and diffusion. Calcium concentration and its kinetics could therefore be significantly altered without changes in the kinetics of transmembrane voltage or calcium current (e.g. Fig. 4, Table 4 ). This implies that extreme caution should be exercised in using calcium concentration and its kinetics as a quantitative proxy for electrical measurements such as voltage or calcium current, especially given the non-linear nature of calcium-handling and voltage-dependent mechanisms expressed in these compartments (Sabatini & Regehr, 1998; Awatramani et al. 2005; Berger et al. 2007; Popovic et al. 2015) .
The impact of interactions between channels and how they can drive physiological properties, in ways that can sometimes be contradictory, has been best elucidated with HCN channels as one among the interacting channels (Tsay et al. 2007; Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al. 2009; Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Pavlov et al. 2011; Migliore & Migliore, 2012; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a; Das & Narayanan, 2015; Mishra & Narayanan, 2015) . With reference to presynaptic physiology, HCN channels have been shown to express in several presynaptic terminals (Southan et al. 2000; Cuttle et al. 2001; Lujan et al. 2005; Boyes et al. 2007; Rancz et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2011) , and alter release properties through their interactions with other channels expressed in the terminal. For instance, in cortical excitatory synapses HCN channels inhibit synaptic release by suppressing the activity of T-type calcium channels (Huang et al. 2011) . However, our results suggest an increase in synaptic release with increase in HCN channel conductance (Fig. 3) , consistent with a reduction in synaptic release with deletion of these channels (Figs. 7 and 8) .
These differences are easily explained by noting differences in the specific channels that interacted with HCN channels. Whereas HCN channels interacted with a fast inactivating T-type calcium channels in cortical synapses, in our model they interacted with non-inactivating L-type and slowly inactivating N-type calcium channels (Ahmed & Siegelbaum, 2009 ). Specifically, the depolarization introduced by the presence of HCN channels resulted in reduced calcium influx through inactivation of T-type calcium channels in cortical synapses (Huang et al. 2011) . However, in our model this depolarization resulted in enhanced calcium influx by the activation of L/N-type Ca 2+ channels (Fig. 3F,  G) , resulting in opposite directions of regulation. Together, this provides another stark example of how neuronal physiology is an emergent property that is critically reliant on interactions among channels and components, rather than a reflection of a single channel/component that expresses in the neuronal compartment. It is therefore essential that spatiotemporal interactions spanning all the different components be carefully assessed before assigning causal relationships between individual channels and specific physiological phenomena (Awatramani et al. 2005; Marder & Goaillard, 2006; Taylor et al. 2009; Marder & Taylor, 2011; Kispersky et al. 2012; Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a , b, 2014 Drion et al. 2015; Mishra & Narayanan, 2015; Rathour et al. 2016) .
Implications for degeneracy in synaptic filtering and STP
An important implication for the existence of degeneracy in synaptic filtering is that it is not essential for the protein-targeting machinery in neurons to maintain each channel and each presynaptic component (pumps, buffers) at precise expression levels to maintain functional robustness (Marder & Goaillard, 2006; Hanus & Schuman, 2013; . The complexity associated with the number of presynaptic components and the variable expression profiles of each of them, instead of being an impediment in terms of combinatorial explosion of parametric combinations that contribute to the curse-of-dimensionality, turns out to be a critical advantage in terms of providing numerous routes to achieving functional robustness (Tononi et al. 1999; Edelman & Gally, 2001; Whitacre & Bender, 2010; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Drion et al. 2015; Rathour et al. 2016) . This constitutes an extremely critical advantage in adaptable systems in allowing for different possibilities towards achieving a goal, apart from providing a theoretically well-grounded explanation for the variability in expression profiles of different components (Tononi et al. 1999; Edelman & Gally, 2001; Marder & Goaillard, 2006; Whitacre & Bender, 2010; Marder, 2011; O'Leary et al. 2014; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Drion et al. 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015; Rathour et al. 2016) . This advantage, conferred by the ability to achieve functional robustness through disparate routes, bestows synaptic structures with a broad set of options in maintaining plasticity profiles and filter structures, especially in cases where such robustness has been demonstrated to be critical in encoding, estimation, processing and decoding of afferent temporal information (Abbott et al. 1997; Tsodyks & Markram, 1997; Markram et al. 1998; Buonomano, 2000; Dittman et al. 2000; Fortune & Rose, 2001; Chung et al. 2002; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2003; Abbott & Regehr, 2004; Carlson, 2009; Pfister et al. 2010; Barak & Tsodyks, 2014) .
A related implication, with reference to variability in expression profiles of individual components that is a necessary corollary in systems expressing degeneracy, is that the dependence of any functional measure on underlying components is significantly variable (Figs. 7  and 8 ). This implies that any perturbation that is specific to one component, or a perturbation that affects these components differentially, would result in differential changes in different measurements. The magnitude and direction of these changes critically depend on the expression profile of individual components in each of these different systems (O'Leary et al. 2013 (O'Leary et al. , 2014 Rathour et al. 2016) , implying a significant dissociation between different forms of functional homeostasis (Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) . As a specific example with reference to our study, this implies that the maintenance of homeostasis in synaptic filtering profiles (through certain changes in specific parameters) would not necessarily translate to presynaptic calcium homeostasis (or vice versa), given the differential dependence of these measurements on underlying components (Tables 3 and 4 , Figs. 3, 4, 7 and 8) . Therefore, an important question in systems that exhibit degeneracy is on the specific physiological measurement(s) that the system is required to maintain functional equivalence of (Nelson & Turrigiano, 2008; Turrigiano, 2011; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) , a question that extends to our analyses as well. Specifically, from the perspective of synaptic information processing and homeostasis, which particular aspect of synaptic filters and STP does a synapse need to maintain functional equivalence of?
In addition to these, our results also suggest that these degenerate mechanisms involved in presynaptic release could critically contribute to degeneracy in long-term synaptic plasticity profiles as well. Earlier studies have shown that disparate postsynaptic parametric combinations (voltage-and ligand-gated ion channels) could result in analogous synaptic plasticity profiles, thereby providing a wide variety of mechanisms that could regulate plasticity profiles (Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . There are several lines of experimental evidence to support the idea that the expression profiles of different ion channels and receptors could significantly alter synaptic plasticity profiles (Watanabe et al. 2002; Nolan et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2006; Abraham, 2008; Lin et al. 2008; Chung et al. 2009; Lujan et al. 2009; Adelman et al. 2012; Cooper & Bear, 2012; Hulme et al. 2013; Sehgal et al. 2013; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . Our results demonstrating significant degeneracy in the presynaptic mechanisms that regulate the strength of postsynaptic response (through modifications to release) add a significant complex dimension to degeneracy in achieving synaptic plasticity profiles. This implies that presynaptic intrinsic plasticity, involving changes in any or all of the channels, pumps, buffers or other intrinsically presynaptic components, could mediate long-term synaptic plasticity (while also changing synaptic filters and STP profiles) through different combinations of constituent parameters.
In light of this, it would be of interest to ask if analogous long-term synaptic plasticity profiles could be achieved through disparate combinations of parameters that span both pre-and postsynaptic mechanisms. The existence of such degeneracy spanning pre-and postsynaptic mechanisms, with the inclusion of other players such as astrocytes that contribute to the regulation of synaptic plasticity (Halassa & Haydon, 2010; Pannasch & Rouach, 2013; Araque et al. 2014) , would significantly expand the power of degeneracy as a substrate for maintenance of robustness in plasticity profiles (Edelman & Gally, 2001; Whitacre & Bender, 2010; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) . Critically, with reference to dissociation between different forms of homeostasis and on the question of the specific physiological metric that a synapse needs to maintain functional equivalence of (Nelson & Turrigiano, 2008; Turrigiano, 2011; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015) , it is necessary to explore potential dissociations between homeostasis of synaptic strengths vs. homeostasis of short-or long-term plasticity profiles. Specifically, is it necessary to maintain specific short-and long-term plasticity profiles in addition to the maintenance of firing rate, calcium or synaptic homeostasis (Sippy et al. 2003; Carvalho & Buonomano, 2011; Jackman et al. 2016) ? How do these different forms of homeostatic maintenance mechanisms interact with each other, and how do they ensure non-interference with the encoding mechanisms that are essential in brain regions involved in learning and memory (that, by definition, require constitutive components to change)? Although there are lines of evidence for significant dissociations between J Physiol 595.8 these different forms of homeostasis and encoding (Sippy et al. 2003; Nelson & Turrigiano, 2008; Carvalho & Buonomano, 2011; Turrigiano, 2011; O'Leary et al. 2014; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015; Srikanth & Narayanan, 2015; Gjorgjieva et al. 2016; Hengen et al. 2016; Jackman et al. 2016) , it is essential that future experiments assess these questions within the framework of degeneracy where non-unique mechanistic combinations could synergistically achieve these functional goals.
From an experimental perspective, as most pharmacological treatments or genetic knockouts (that have been used in assessing their role in synaptic plasticity profiles) do not distinguish between the pre-or postsynaptic expression of ion channels, this would call for a more nuanced experimental approach to distinguish between the role of pre-and postsynaptic ion channels to changes in synaptic plasticity profiles. This also calls for a more holistic assessment of all synaptic mechanisms, spanning all aspects of synaptic transmission and pre-and postsynaptic filtering, independently in each experiment to tease apart the pre-and postsynaptic contributions to specific forms of synaptic plasticity. Finally, these observations also imply that mechanisms behind metaplasticity could be variable across different physiological and pathophysiological conditions, warranting systematic analyses on a case-to-case basis that avoids generalization of mechanisms just based on functional equivalence (Abraham, 2008; Narayanan & Johnston, 2010; Cooper & Bear, 2012; Ashhad & Narayanan, 2013; Hulme et al. 2013; Sehgal et al. 2013; Anirudhan & Narayanan, 2015) .
Generalizability, limitations and future directions
Our analyses and conclusions in this study placed emphasis on the band-pass structure of Schaffer collateral synapses, incorporating specific channels and mechanisms expressed in those synapses. However, it is clear that our conclusions on degeneracy in presynaptic mechanisms that regulate synaptic filters and STP are extendible to other synapses with different filter structures. Such extendibility is a direct outcome of the fact that the mechanistic details of how each of the individual channels and release mechanisms would alter release, either by altering excitability or the calcium dynamics, would remain the same. This scenario where multiple parameters regulate specific measurements directly points to degeneracy in synaptic physiology, where multiple components endowed with disparate parametric combinations could interact to elicit similar filters and STP profiles. Although such generalizations with reference to degeneracy might be straightforward, extreme care should be exercised in direct extensions of these conclusions with reference to specific interactions. As mentioned above, the specific nature of these interactions and how they alter synaptic physiology are functions of several parameters, including the expression and relative abundance of specific channels and/or mechanisms. In those scenarios, it is important that the model is modified to account for the specific channels and mechanisms expressed in the synaptic structure of interest. It may be noted that our model is generic in nature, with the ability to modify individual components and/or parametric values to achieve specific filter structures (Fig. 2) .
With reference to limitations of our model, although our focus has been limited to presynaptic channels and mechanisms, it is clear that the presence of postsynaptic ion channels could also significantly alter temporal summation and frequency-dependent filtering (Magee, 1998; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007 Spruston, 2008; Hu et al. 2009; Vaidya & Johnston, 2012; Das & Narayanan, 2014; Stuart & Spruston, 2015; Rathour et al. 2016) . A synaptic filter would therefore be defined by a combination of pre-and postsynaptic mechanisms. Future studies could explore the role of pre-and postsynaptic ion channels and calcium-handling mechanisms that alter transmission-triggered average (TTA), a measure that has been proposed as a metric to understand the combined role of pre-and postsynaptic mechanisms on neuronal response properties (Abbott & Regehr, 2004) . Coupled with active dendrites and associated location dependence of the spike-triggered average, STA (Das & Narayanan, 2014 , a postsynaptic metric for neuronal filters (Rieke et al. 1999; Aguera y Arcas & Fairhall, 2003; Famulare & Fairhall, 2010; Ratte et al. 2013) , the TTA offers a mechanism to understand the synaptic and extrasynaptic parametric space that goes into defining filtering of neuronal information. Future studies could assess this large parametric space with TTA as a metric, including presynaptic measures used here (Fig. 1 ) and postsynaptic measures of neuronal filtering and response dynamics derived from their impedance and STA (Narayanan & Johnston, 2007 Rathour & Narayanan, 2012a , 2014 Das & Narayanan, 2014 Dhupia et al. 2014) , and address questions on degeneracy and robustness in the combination of all these measurements that define neuronal filtering.
Finally, although our model was sufficiently detailed for addressing the specific questions in hand, there are several significant elements of synaptic transmission that have not been incorporated into the model. Specifically, as our focus was on VGICs, we did not include calcium-activated potassium channels into our model. Further, although the expression of several G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) on the membrane of the presynaptic terminal and their ability to activate several downstream signalling pathways are established (Schoepp, 2001; Schwartz et al. 2007; Regehr et al. 2009; Atwood et al. 2014 ), we did not incorporate GPCRs or associated signalling mechanisms in our model. Modelling neuromodulation of synaptic filters or assessing the role of retrograde messengers in altering synaptic filters would require the incorporation of these GPCRs along with associated signalling mechanisms. Furthermore, experimental observations have assigned a role for presynaptic store-operated calcium channels in regulating release and STP (Emptage et al. 2001) , which was not incorporated in our model. Apart from the absence of these presynaptic membrane components, our model also does not incorporate distinctions between reluctantly and willingly releasable vesicle pools to the framework. From existing theoretical and experimental evidence that link these pools to synaptic transmission and STP (Gingrich & Byrne, 1985; Zucker & Regehr, 2002; Mochida et al. 2008; Pan & Zucker, 2009; Sudhof, 2012 Sudhof, , 2013 Sudhof, , 2014 Mahfooz et al. 2016; Miki et al. 2016) , it is reasonable to postulate that the differential recovery and release kinetics of these distinct pools would play a critical role in the specific characteristics of synaptic filters as well. Therefore, incorporation of these elements in addition to the stochastic nature of each constitutive element, the structural and location-induced constraints on the priming, docking and release processes and the interaction of presynaptic terminals with astrocytic components (Nadkarni & Jung, 2007; Nadkarni et al. 2008 Nadkarni et al. , 2010 Nadkarni et al. , 2012 Pan & Zucker, 2009; De Pitta et al. 2011; Holderith et al. 2012; Bartol et al. 2015; Mahfooz et al. 2016; Miki et al. 2016 ) is critical in furthering the conclusions of our study. Future studies could incorporate each of these preand postsynaptic components to synaptic filters to assess their specific contributions to synaptic filters and neuronal plasticity, apart from assessing potential degeneracy in the maintenance of functional robustness of synaptic physiology in a manner that involves channels, receptors and mechanisms at both ends of the synapse. We postulate that the incorporation of these additional mechanisms would reinforce degeneracy in the emergence of synaptic filters and short-and long-term plasticity profiles.
